The maximum modulus on \z\ = r < I of a polynomial of degree n not vanishing in \z\ < 1 is estimated in terms of its maximum modulus on \z\ = 1 and certain of its coefficients. Some other related problems are also considered.
Introduction
Let ¿Pn denote the class of all polynomials of degree at most n . Further, for / holomorphic in \z\ < R let M(/;r):= max |/(z)| (0<r<P). (1) MÍp;r)>rnMÍp;l) for 0 < r < 1.
In ( The result is best possible with equality holding for polynomials of the form iX + pz)", \X\ = \p\.
Extensions of Theorem A were considered by Govil in [4] . After noting that (2) can be replaced by the somewhat more general inequality (3) Mip;r)> (jjj) Mip;R) forO<r<R<l he proved.
Theorem B. Let p G 9>" and píz) ¿ 0 for \z\ < 1. If p'ÍO) = 0, then for 0 < r < R < 1 we have (4) Whereas (3) is sharp, inequality (4) leaves something to be desired. We are indeed able to replace it by y-tM Mip;R) forO<r<R<l.
This inequality is sharp at least for even n as is seen by considering polynomials of the form (A + pz2)n>2 , \X\ = \p\. Our approach to the problem gives the two inequalities (3) and (4') at the same time. The idea is of a wider scope, but in our presentation we shall prefer clarity and simplicity over generality. Nevertheless, we shall clearly indicate the extensions that can be obtained without much difficultly. We shall also present an application of Theorem A.
A reader wondering about the value of a condition like "p'(0) = 0" appearing in the statement of Theorem B might find some of the sections in [9, §6 in particular; 10; 7] persuasive. We wish to add that if p(z) := Y^v=oCvZ" satisfies the conditions of Theorem A then Píz) := piz2) belongs to 9>2n and satisfies the other two conditions of Theorem B. Hence according to (4'), if 0 < r < R < 1 then Mip;r) = MÍP; sfr) > (1±LJ MiP; VR) = (j^Jî)"M(P>R)> i.e., (3) can be seen as a corollary of (4'). Hence (5) is contained in (6).
Proof of Lemma I. It follows from a well-known theorem of Laguerre (see, e.g., [6] ) that if píz) ¿ 0 for \z\ < k then npiz) -zp\z) ¿ -Çp'iz) for |fl < k, \z\ < k . The case m = 1 of (6) was proved in [3] . Here we need a more general form of Schwarz's lemma; otherwise the proof is not very different. If we had used (6) instead of (5) we would have ended up with (8). M{p;R).
3.2.From (8) it follows, in particular, that if p(z)
l + i2/n)\cx/c0\r + r2 l + í2/n)\cx/c0\R + R2,
Thus we obtain the following extension of Theorem A, which also includes (4'). Píf';t) = píf't;0) < T^sßUi';0) = t^ijM/; 0, and so for 0 < n < y we have Pif;ti)<Pif;y)+ f T^-npif;t)dt.
Jn It"
Denoting the right-hand side of this inequality by y/in) we obtain which implies that (1 + e~ln)~xlx\pin) is a nondecreasing function of n for »; >0. Hence (16) holds.
4. An application For R > 1 let < §« denote the ellipse whose foci are -1, +1 and the sum of whose semiaxes is R. If p c¿?n and p(jt) is real for real x, then [1] (17) max\píz)\<ÍRn
In (17) equality holds for constant multiples of Tn (the zzth Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind), which, as we know, has all its zeros on the interval (-1, 1). We prove and, of course, also for those of the polynomial z >-> /?*(-z).
